
Don't Miss Out on Additional Traffic: 
Republish Your Existing Blog Posts on 
Medium 

Content syndication doesn't have to be a chore  
 
Ah... content syndication: a chore, nothing compared to the excitement of sending a new piece 
into the world wide web for the very first time.  
 
Plus, with the ever-growing number of online platforms available these days, driving traffic to 
your site by republishing has never been so time-consuming and anxiety inducing. You might 
feel like your chance of being seen is slipping away if you don't post just everywhere.  
 
But if there is one platform you need to be on, that's Medium. for those who have never heard of 
it, Medium is a blog host, so its role is two-fold: it is a space for readers to find stories and ideas, 
but also a showcase for bloggers to republish their content and increase exposure to their 
primary site. Missinglettr helps you doing just that, automatically repurposing your best blog 
posts for Medium so you don't have to.  
 
Might sound like nothing new, but that's not all. Here are some more reasons why you should 
republish on Medium.  
 

#1 Happy readers, happy bloggers  
Medium has a user-friendly, easy to navigate interface that not only makes your blog posts easy 
to read, but also interactive.  
 
Medium's ingenious algorithm filters stories by relevance, not engagement. This means blog 
posts appear on someone's feed because they want to read them, not because they have 
already received a certain degree of attention. Following authors and using tags also helps 
refine the search for the most interesting stories.  
 
The platform offers many handy features. For example, it will automatically assign an estimated 
reading time to your piece, and it gives readers a chance to comment and highlight the most 
striking passages for them to remember, or to share with online followers.  
 

https://medium.com/
https://buffer.com/library/how-to-use-medium


#2 Stop worrying about duplicate content  
If not done right, republishing often equals duplicating content, resulting in your blog being 
relegated to a lower Google ranking. However, Medium has a solution for this.  
 
As their help centre reports, "Medium’s official tools for cross-posting add the source it is 
importing from as the canonical link automatically." In English, this "canonical link" is what 
ensures that your source - your site - is always embedded in the duplicate, provided your post is 
republished using Medium's import tools.  
 
This prevents search engines from penalising your content and actually contributes to improving 
your SEO.  
 

#3 Engagement metrics that are actually relevant 
Medium probably has the prettiest and most insightful stats and metrics out there.  
 
First of all, it must be pointed out that Medium relies on a much more "diluted" engagement 
boost. If on Twitter - the comparison is not casual as the two platforms share their founders - the 
opportunity for clicks fizzles out rather quickly, and impressions do not always mean views, on 
Medium, an inspiring and memorable post stays relevant and continues to receive engagement.  
 
Stats are designed keeping this in mind and include, for example, a helpful breakdown of 
"views" into how many people actually read your story and how many made it to the very end.  
 

#4 Be part of one of the most visited website in the world  
With over 157 million visits - and counting - since launching in 2012, Medium has become one 
of the most read websites in the world. 
 
It has now reached the 300th place in the global ranking and has become particularly popular in 
the US. 
 
Not bad for a site that boasts being a home for "quality thinking, not clickbait" and does not rely 
on ads to connect you to avid readers. Seems like the place to be.  
 

#5 See your social media followers skyrocket  
With your audience growing, so is your chance to add to your social media following.  

https://yoast.com/what-is-duplicate-content/
https://help.medium.com/hc/en-us/articles/215108608-Your-stats
https://www.similarweb.com/website/medium.com


 
It's easy, just add a call to action at the end of your blog posts for your Medium readers to follow 
your social media accounts. Or add an "About the Author" box with links to your Facebook, 
Instagram, Twitter, you name it.  
 
By now you'll be aware, on social media, followers generate followers, and you never know, 
they might start reading your blog. All thanks to a Medium republish.  
 

#6 Profit from readers, not ads  
If you were starting to worry about the lack of money talk, know that Medium has its own 
"Partner Program".  
 
All you have to do is turn on a couple of settings on before publishing to let the Medium team 
know you would like to earn money. Stories are then reviewed to ensure they meet the editorial 
standards and, if readers think you should be rewarded for the quality of your content by reading 
or applauding your piece, you can started being compensated.  
 
The best part? You don't even need a membership to start earning.  
 
Oh, and did we mention the whole process is entirely ads-free?  
 

#7 Find your next publisher  
If none of the points listed so far appeals to you, this will change your mind. 
 
Rewarding high quality content makes Medium the golden goose of blog platforms for the 
publishing industry.  
 
In a market that is saturated with freelancers, and big publishers being daily inundated with new 
pitches, it's no secret that sometimes they prefer browsing this platform to personally scout for 
new contributors. They know the best authors are on there, so this is your chance to be 
discovered.  
 

#8 Minimal-effort with automatic Medium republishing by 
Missinglettr. 
Now you can get all the above benefits without lifting a finger.  
 

https://help.medium.com/hc/en-us/articles/115011694187-Join-the-Partner-Program


Or better, just one, but to subscribe to the Missinglettr service that automatically republishes 
your best blog posts on Medium. 
 
Activating this feature is as easy as connecting your Medium account. You just need to activate 
the Medium Repurposing option when approving a campaign.  
 
So sit back, relax... and watch your blog take off. 
 

https://missinglettr.com/features/medium-repurposing/

